Lancer has manufactured carpet for the marine industry for over twenty
years. In fact, our roots stretch back to the 1970's and all of our products
are American made.
We supply a wide array of interior and exterior carpets and backings. We
offer a multitude of colors and textures; our exterior carpets are stain and
weather resistant, with long lasting color fastness!
Our woven vinyl fabrics offer industry leading durability and performance
and exclusive backings that offer a variety of cushion and thickness to
meet the range of needs that today's market demands, all of which are
engineered to be weather and stain resistant. These woven vinyls come
in many design combinations; from pattern, to color, to backing, we can
tailor a fabric to your specific needs!
We also provide the industry’s best trailer bunk carpeting, exclusive
offerings that have long lasting durability and wear better than the
competition's domestic and import materials. We have a variety of
colors, and our products can be found on all of the leading brands of
trailer manufacturers!

We have the BEST warranty in the industry...hands down! Ask us
about it and our excellent pricing programs
Lancer Enterprises, Inc. was formed in 1970 as a privately held corporation. From day one, Lancer was
a pioneer in indoor/outdoor and marine carpet. Lancer evolved into Lancer Marine Carpet, Inc. and was
sold in 1990. In 2000, we reclaimed the Lancer Enterprises, Inc. name from Beaulieu of America and
reentered the marine and outdoor carpet markets. Over the past 21 years, we have evolved with the
latest trends in carpets for distributors, marine OEM and after-market sectors. Over that time, we have
added to the standard cut-pile carpets both textured and patterned carpets, and most recently the woven
vinyl product lines. We offer a wide array of fine-tuned products meet our customer's specific needs.

For additional information, please contact your Haimes Coleman Group Rep,
email reps@haimescolemangroup.com or call 954.845.0411

